
Made in Germany

We Care
The environment and our  
responsibility towards it are 
matters we hold close to our 
heart
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We Care
Our guiding principle
Our activities dedicated to the envi-
ronment and society are based on the 
principle, “We Care”. 

Sustainability is one of the most important 
issues of our age and prevalent at all 
levels – from global politics to everyday 
life. What do our writing instruments have 
to do with this? 

Actually, a great deal. At a time when 
environmental issues were not often 
considered, we started introducing 
environmentally-friendly methods to save 
resources at an early stage.

This is why our first certification, 
continued seamlessly ever since, 
demonstrating compliance with EMAS, 
the world’s most stringent Environmental 
Management System, was obtained back 
in 1998.

Our involvement is one that engages 
our hearts, rather than just meeting our 
pragmatic obligations. On the pages that 
follow you will find a brief summary of 
our approach and our achievements.
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The Black Forest and 
the Harz mountains
Our home
“We work where other people spend 
their vacations” is the answer we like 
to give when asked why we chose to 
base ourselves where we did. And in 
actual fact: Our production facilities 
are located in holiday areas in the Black 
Forest and the Harz mountains. The 
company proprietors – the Schneider 
family – are now in their third genera-
tion and continue to maintain close ties 
with the region, so preservation of the 
environment has always been firmly 
anchored in company policy.

The key focal points for us are the 
conservation of resources and recycling, 
environmental protection, e-mobility 
and the reduction of our usage of 
ground area, transport and emissions.

Environmental  
protection
ever since 1998
We didn’t just simply board the Eco Train 
- instead, we have been engaged in 
proactive environmental protection for 
very many years. Since 1998 we were
the first, and in more than 10 years the
only company in our industry to obtain
the EMAS certification 
- the world’s most strin-
gent environmental man-
agement system. This 
shows hard evidence 
of our environmentally 
oriented attitude. EMAS 
goes beyond the require-
ments of ISO 14001, the 
international standard 
for Environmental Man-
agement Systems. 
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Open and  
transparent

We are delighted about the successes we
have achieved, but we also admit that 
there is room for further improvement.

Honest communication with our custom-
ers and interested parties is important to
us. This is why we publish our sustaina-
bility report every three years. This report 
also includes the audited EMAS Environ-
mental Statement. The key performance
indicators itemized in it provide an open
and transparent overview of the various
forms of environmental impact of our
activities.

Download: 
www.schneiderpen.com/environment

Awarded
Quality made in  
Germany
We develop and produce in Germany. 
This is the best way for us to assure 
the high quality of our products and to 
comply with the demanding German 
ecological and social standards. 
In the past, we have been awarded 
numerous prizes for our commitment 
in this regard - also internationally. In 
2011, we received the European Office 
Product Award “Corporate Social Re-
sponsibility” as an exemplary company. 
In 2019, we were even nominated for 
the German Sustainability Award. 
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Our production
environmentally aware

We make use of every opportunity 
to recycle. Since 2007, by adopting 
appropriate measures, we were able to 
reduce the volume of waste involved in 
our manufacturing operations as a pro-
portion of product weight by more than 
30 percent.

Natural energy
Regenerative and  
climate-neutral
Since 2010 we only use energy from 
renewable sources. We source all of our 
electrical power from hydro-electric sta-
tions, and we generate our own power 
from CHP and from solar power facili-
ties at both of our production locations.

A 
reduction of 
more than 

30%
in the 

volume of waste

100 %
 from renewable 
energy sources

Electricity: 
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Our products 
Combining sustainability 
and quality
The durability of our writing instruments 
is the most important contribution we can 
make to avoid waste.

Robust processing guarantees that they 
can be used to the full for several years. 
Specialist ink recipes and barrel materials 
enable them to be kept in inventory for 
long periods of time. 
Our products can be refilled cleanly and 
easily. Our ballpoint pens with Plug+Play 
system have a universal fit for a variety of 
refill formats. This makes it simple to buy 
replacements as well as store and change 
them. You always have the right refill at 
hand.

Avoiding emissions 
and waste
for the sake of the  
environment
Since 2005 we have reduced our CO₂ 
emissions by two thirds through renewa-
ble energies and energy-saving measures.

By standardising the materials we use we 
are able to recycle 85% of our production 
waste.

85%
recycling

Refill
Easy, quick and 

clean
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Bio-based products
Sustainable resources

Bio-based plastics are derived from 
renewable raw materials. These include 
corn starch, sugar cane or beet, 
vegetable oils such as castor oil and 
cellulose from cotton or wood. The use 
of renewable raw materials conserves our 
limited mineral oil resources and reduces 
CO2 emissions, in an average comparison 
with conventional fossil-fuel-based raw 
materials.
Incidentally: The surface area needed 
worldwide for the cultivation of 
renewable raw materials only accounts 
for 0.1% of the agriculturally exploitable 
area, so does not constitute a 
competitive threat to the land cultivated 
for food products 1).

‚Bioneer‘
A pioneer for bio-
based writing 
instruments
We check carefully where usage makes 
sense without impairing the quality and 
appearance of our products.
We started back at a very early stage to 
think about technical solutions involving 
the use of bio-based substitutes. Fur-
thermore, we were also the world’s 
first manufacturer of a fineliner with 
a barrel made of 88% bio-based 
plastic. 

Transparent communication: Our abili-
ties with, and the statements we make 
about, bio-based plastics can all be 
backed up by independent certification 
bodies.

Fineliner  
Line-Up

Bio
based 
plastic

Ballpoint Pen 
Slider Xite
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Recycling products
Sustainability through 
recycling
We engage in genuine recycling from 
which we manufacture new, high-qual-
ity products. In other words, in their 
first life, our recycling products were 
already products or packaging mate-
rials before being sent into the waste 
disposal system for reprocessing into 
the recycled plastic granulates that we 
reuse. Our recycled plastics are obtained 
from appropriate sources (post-indus-
trial or post-consumer) from which we 
can then manufacture high-end quality 
products. These products can also be 
labeled and declared as recycling prod-
ucts in accordance with the DIN EN ISO 
14021 standard.

Sustainability update
Making the good even 
better
In our view, there is always scope for 
making something good even better. To 
the benefit of our environment. By way 
of example, we have switched over our 
marker series, listed below, to barrels 
made of more than 95% recycled plastic: 
Permanent markers Maxx 130 / 133 
/ 250, whiteboard markers / flipchart 
markers Maxx 110 / 290 / 293 and Maxx 
115 round text markers. All in series. 
With no additional costs. To a consist-
ently high level of product quality.

The recycled content of the material used 
is confirmed by independent certification 
bodies.

 95%
*

Markers from the Maxx 
series with *barrels 
made of recycled plastic
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Setting benchmarks
First licensee 
of the ‘Blauer Engel‘ 
[Blue Angel]
For the last 40 years, the ‘Blauer Engel’ 
has been the environment emblem of 
the German federal government. This 
seal of approval is therefore the old-
est and also the best known German 
environment emblem. After being the 
first licensee for writing instruments 
with our rollerball Breeze, the fineliners 
Line-Up and the series Link-It as fine-
liners, fibre pens and highlighters now 
also carry this famous emblem. There 
are currently a total of seven certified 
writing instruments, six of which come 
from Schneider. The eco-label enjoys 
the highest level of consumer confi-
dence and underlines our commitment 
to the environment.

Our typical working 
day
sustainable and aware
We also work sustainably in our offices: 
With power-saving computers and low-
energy monitors with labels such as 
‚Green-IT‘ (3 stars), EnergyStar and Blauer 
Engel. We have cut our power consump-
tion by more than half. Furthermore, we 
now use external air for the air-condition-
ing of our computer center.

We also only use printer paper that is 
certified in accordance with Blauer Engel 
or that bears the EU Ecolabel.
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Packaging
Thinking ecologically

The majority of the packaging we use 
is cardboard, made up of 80 percent 
recycled paper. 
The transparent covers on our blister 
packaging are manufactured from a PET 
film with 30% of bio-based content. 

We provide the retail trade with millions 
of packaging bags made of PEFC-certi-
fied paper which contributes to reduc-
ing the production and use of plastic 
bags.

Climate protection
Active against global 
warming 
Climate protection is essential to pre-
serving our very existence. We therefore 
do our utmost to cut our CO₂ emissions 
across the board. However, there are 
limits on our ability to influence things 
(for example the processes employed 
by our upstream suppliers). We have 
therefore appointed climate protection 
specialists with the task of identifying 
unavoidable CO₂ emissions. Many of our 
products and series are already manu-
factured in a climate-neutral manner. 
This means that their unavoidable emis-
sions get calculated (Product Carbon 
Footprint) and that we compensate 
for these by investing to an equivalent 
extent in certified climate protection 
projects.

CO2
neutral

More about our climate protection project:
www.schneiderpen.com/co2neutral
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Fair purchasing
with a long-term  
perspective
We maintain healthy partnerships with 
our suppliers, ensuring a sound balance 
between give and take, as well as risk 
and opportunity.

It is important to us to consider social 
aspects, too: 90% of our purchase 
volume comes from EU countries and 
less than 1% from risk countries (as clas-
sified by the BSCI). We require our sup-
pliers to provide us with a declaration to 
uphold humane working conditions and 
where we can, we also apply scrutiny to 
our suppliers.
Some 70% of all externally subcon-
tracted work goes to workshops for the 
disabled.

Our staff
The key to success
With an eye to the long term, each year 
we train people in technical and com-
mercial professions: On average, our 
employees stay with us for more than 
14 years.

We consistently strive to improve 
working conditions on a daily basis, for 
example by means of air recirculation 
and extractor systems, dust filters and 
noise-absorbing ceilings on our prem-
ises. We attach great importance to an 
appropriate level of pay, which is why 
our employee bonuses include an 
annual share in profits.



Against corruption –
in favour of fair  
competition
Schneider is a signatory to the PBS Code 
of Honour for companies in the paper, 
office supplies and stationery indus-
try. The ethics initiative signed by the 
four major PBS industrial associations 
ensures transparency, equality of op-
portunity and fair trade among market 
partners across the entire industry.

The Honorary Council for Business Con-
flicts in the PBS industry monitors ad-
herence to its principles and rigorously 
pursues violations, accepting complaints 
from any source.

On the move
Mobile and sustainable
In 2012 we started with a bicycle pro-
gram, i.e. our employees and even their 
spouses can lease a bicycle/e-bike via 
our company and receive an additional 
financial bonus. At our headquarters 
in the Black Forest, 204 bikes are now 
being leased. Around 170 employees 
come to work by bike in an environ-
mentally friendly and healthy manner. 
In retrospect, this has helped to avoid 
more than 500,000 car kilometres and 
reduced our company’s emissions. In 
2018 alone, 180,000 km were avoided 
by our bycycle scheme. As a further al-
ternative to the car, our employees can 
use the free company bus. 
We are also responsible when it comes 
to business trips, because if possible we 
only travel by train. 



Source reference:
1) The global production volume for bio-based plastics in 2017 has been estimated to be 6 million tons. 
Growing the raw materials needed for that requires less than 0.1% of the land available for agricultural 
cultivation.
H.-J. Endres, Hochschule Hannover IfBB – Institut für Biokunststoffe und Bioverbundwerkstoffe [Insti-
tute of Bio-Plastics and Bio-Composites]



By conviction - 
Green of heart

A key requirement of the EMAS certification 
is an ongoing improvement process geared 
towards constantly renewed environmental 
objectives. Accordingly, we are committed 
through this personal conviction to improve 
our environmental performance standards 
continuously, above and beyond whatever 
is stipulated by legislation. EMAS certifica-
tion includes certification of our environ-
ment management systems in accordance 
with the international ISO 14001 standard. 

We have taken on this challenge. We pro-
vide you with information on our goals and 
achievements in our environmental state-
ment. External certification bodies confirm 
our product-related achievement levels.
We are more than happy to answer any 
questions you might have. Simply write to 
us!

Yours sincerely,

Christian Schneider, Managing Director



Schneider Schreibgeräte GmbH
Tennenbronn 
Schwarzenbach 9  
78144 Schramberg · Germany
www.schneiderpen.com www.schneiderpen.com/we-care
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